One of the ways in which the presentation of texts in pre-modern Glagolitic and Cyrillic manuscripts differs from modern practice is the method of abbreviating words: it is commonplace for medieval scribes to employ abbreviation per contractionem, preserving the initial and final letters while omitting one or more medial one; abbreviation per suspensionem where the word is curtailed to its first syllable is also found, particularly in headings and rubrics, though the more extreme form of suspension in which the initial letter stands alone for the whole word is comparatively rare and necessitates special marking, for instance enclosure in a circle, to distinguish it clearly from the use of letters in numerical function; abbreviation per litteras superpositas, where one of the letters in the word is written superscript, may be used on its own or in combination with contraction or suspension. These methods of abbreviation have antecedents in both Greek and Latin scribal practice. There is however a type of abbreviation per suspensionem which is peculiar to medieval Glagolitic and Cyrillic manuscripts, because it relies on the fact that the names of letters in those alphabets were meaningful words, which could therefore be shortened, when they occurred in continuous text, to their initials marked with a distinctive titla, e.g. \( a' = \text{azŭ} \), \( z' = \text{zelo} \), \( s' = \text{slovo} \). VAJS (1922-3: 271; 1932: 108-109), noting the prevalence of this practice in the Glagolitic Vienna or Fraščićev commented Psalter written in 1463, styles it ‘conventional’ suspension; as all types of abbreviation can be said to involve some element of convention, it will here be termed ‘alphabetic suspension’.

Alphabetic suspension is undoubtedly a characteristic feature of the Fraščićev Psalter (HAMM 1967), which contains numerous instances, especially in the commentary: \( a' = \text{azŭ} \) (at least x11 in psalms and x9 in commentary), \( d' = \text{dobre} \) (at least x4 in psalms and x2 in commentary), \( z' = \text{zelo} \), (at least x12 in psalms and x8 in commentary), \( z' = \text{zemlja} \) (x 2 in psalms, x3 in commentary), \( i' = \text{iže} \) (ps.78:3), \( k' = \)

\[^1\] Not \( l \), apparently, since HAMM (1967: 14) distinguishes the occasional instances of this letter in the manuscript.
In the Glagolitic tradition alphabetic suspension seems to be found mainly in the fifteenth century: indeed JAGIĆ (1911/1972: 146, 154, 157, 158) regards the commonest instance of this abbreviation, \( e' = estĭ \), as one of the criteria for ascribing

---

1. e.g. ff.45v col.1, 92r col.2, 118r col.1, 134r col.1, 170v col.1.
2. e.g. ff.20v col.2, 96r col.2, 103v col.2.
3. e.g. ff.22v col.1, 139v col.2, 142r col.2, 146v col.2, 147r col. and 2.
4. Frequently, on its own and with case-endings, e.g. ff.5r col.1, 13r col.1, 27v col.2, 46r col.1, 105v col.2, 128r col.1, 151r col.1, 161v col.1.
5. With case-endings, ff. 133v col.2, 147r col.1.
7. A similar vertical mark is used with \( e' = estĭ \) by hands B and D in the II Novljanski Brevijar (PANTELIĆ, NAZOR 1977).
8. e.g. ff.14r col.2, 126v col.2, 134r col.2.
manuscripts to the fifteenth rather than the fourteenth century. In his palaeographical analysis of the New York Missal, CORIN (1991: 204-205), following ŠTEFANINIĆ (1964:109) and SVANE (1965: 79-80), argues that alphabetic suspension emerged in Croatian Glagolitic towards the end of the fourteenth century. He suggests that it was at first a means of abbreviating the frequently occurring form esti and that its extension to other words was a fifteenth-century phenomenon, which depended on the Church Slavonic names of the letters involved rather than on their phonological equivalents and therefore included the letters i and z even though by the fifteenth century these were otherwise scarcely used except in numerical function (CORIN 1991: 38-39, 77-78). Ambiguity was often avoided by employing different forms of titla from those associated with the numerical use of letters (CORIN 1991: 39, 76-77, 204). It is also apparent from Corin’s investigation that the extent to which alphabetic suspension was used, if at all, varies from one scribe to another: so Hand B in the New York Missal displays a range of such abbreviations comparable to those of the Fraščičev Psalter: a’ = azū, d’ = dobro, e’ = esti, z’ = zelo, z’ = zemlja, l’ = lže, k’ = kako, n’ = naši, s’ = slovo; other hands use a selection of them, and Hand F does not have recourse to alphabetic suspension (CORIN 1991: 76-78, 204-206). The Oxford Missal Canon, lit. 349 (TADIN 1953: 156-158) appears to be another product of teamwork where the scribes differed in their use of this abbreviation. In parts of the manuscript it seems not to be used; where it does occur, the forms of titla are not always distinctive, but I have found a few instances of a’ = azū, g’ = glagolje, k’ = kako, l’ = ljudi, s’ = slovo and, more frequently, e’ = esti.

The extent to which alphabetic suspension was a matter of individual scribal preference is also illustrated by the conventions applied to the psalms in the Lobkowicz and Paris breviaries (VAJS 1916). The Lobkowicz scribe, writing in 1359, betrays no acquaintance with this type of abbreviation. The scribe of the Paris manuscript, supposedly working about twenty years later, employs a modest range of alphabetic suspensions: d’ = dobro (x2), e’ = esti (passim), z’ = zemlja (x2), l’ = ljudi (x1), s’ = slove- in plural forms (at least x34, of which x26 occur in ps.118). However, he regularly uses the contraction slovo in the singular, in contrast to the use of s’ = slovo in the Fraščičev Psalter. The contracted spelling is presumably a relic of the time when abbreviation consisted predominantly in the contraction of nomina sacra, but it is applied mechanically, in references both to the Word of God and to the thoughts and utterances of the ungodly, and so cannot be regarded as a deliberate, motivated choice.

---

14 e.g. f.52v col.1.
15 e.g. f.51r col.2.
16 e.g. f.138v col.1.
17 e.g. f.135v col.2.
18 e.g. f.89v col.1.
19 But subsequently VAJS (1932: 150) allowed the possibility that the Paris manuscript was begun in a hand of the late 14th century and continued in the 15th century; unfortunately he does not specify where he believes the change of hands takes place.
on the scribe’s part. Thus the distribution of contracted and suspended abbreviations of *slovo* in the Paris manuscript might be an indication that the scribe worked in a transitional period when alphabetic suspension was a novelty.

There is a significant interdependence between attempts to date the use of alphabetic suspension in Croatian Glagolitic and the dating of the Oxford Breviary, MS Canon. lit. 172. TADIN (1953: 152-155) argues in favour of 1310; but the scribal note which states that the manuscript was completed in this year has been added in a different hand (DU FEU 1971), and on palaeographical grounds VAIJS (1932: 147-148) finds so early a date implausible. If alphabetic suspension is a feature of the late fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, then Vajs’s position gains support from the fact that the scribe of MS Canon. lit. 172 employs this type of abbreviation frequently, on its own or with case-endings, both at line end and within the line: on the first forty folia, apart from the common *e’ = esti*, I have found instances of *a’ = azŭ*, *z’ = zemlja*, *l’ = ljudi*, *n’ = našĭ*, *o’ = onŭ*, *s’ = slovo*, usually marked with a *titla* which slants upwards from left to right. Conversely, if the date of 1310 for this manuscript is held to be reliable, the emergence of alphabetic suspension in Croatian Glagolitic must be referred back to the beginning of the fourteenth century.

The use of alphabetic suspension in Cyrillic manuscripts is less well known, but is actually attested from an earlier date: the first instance noted by KARSKIJ (1928: 243) is found in the *Rjazanskaja kormčaja* (SVODNYJ KATALOG 1984: 212-214): *ôče n. i. esi na nbši*. It may be no accident that this is the only example from the *Rjazanskaja kormčaja* reported by Karskij’s source, VOSTOKOV (1863/1980: 7-8): alphabetic suspension is unproblematic in an allusion to such a well known text as the Lord’s Prayer, but could be a source of confusion elsewhere in a text characterized by frequent occurrence of numerals referring to the years of church councils and the canons which they drew up, and a scan of about half the manuscript did not discover further examples. However, Vostokov and Karskij also mention that the last folia in the Laurentian manuscript of the Suzdal’ Chronicle (PSRL 1927/1962) contain a few instances of the alphabetic suspensions *ʒ’ = ʒelo* and *z’ = zemlj’, and Vostokov cites its more widespread use in copies of the *Dioptra*, which was translated from Greek in the South Slav lands during the fourteenth century and reached the East Slavs before the end of that century, and in an early fourteenth-century East Slavonic manuscript containing the commentary of Andrew of Caesarea on the Apocalypse (SVODNYJ KATALOG 2002:93-4)()

20 e.g. ff.9v col.2, 26v col.2.
21 e.g. ff.2v col.2, 7r col.1, 14r col.1 and 2, 18r and v col.1, 23r col.2, 30r col.1, 40r col.2.
22 e.g. ff.9v col.1, 21r col.2.
23 e.g. ff.2v col.2, 14v col.2, 16v col.2, 31v col.1, 40v col.2.
24 e.g. ff.29r col.2.
25 e.g. ff.3v col.2, 6r col.2, 16v col.1, 23v col.2, 24v col.1, 31r col.2, 38r col.2.
26 f.14r col.1, 148v col.1.
27 ff. 150r, 154r x2, 156r, 158r.
28 f. 168v x2.
29 I have to thank Professor R.M. Cleminson for drawing my attention to alphabetic suspension in this manuscript.
More recently ZAGREBIN (1995, 1998) has returned to the use of 

\[a', d', e', \acute{z}', i', k', s', t'\]

to stand for the corresponding words, including adjectival forms indicated by \[d' = \text{dobro} \] plus case endings, in an East Slavonic fragment of the Dioptra assigned to the late fourteenth century, F.n.I.50 in the Russian National Library (SVODNYJ KATALOG 2002: 207). He points out that the same phenomenon can be found in at least two manuscripts written by the protodiakon Spiridon, the Aprakos Gospel of 1393 (SVODNYJ KATALOG 2002: 311-13) and the Kiev Psalter of 1397 (VZDORNOV, JUROVA 1978), which has one instance of \[\acute{z}'\].

To these examples three more psalter manuscripts of the late fourteenth or early fifteenth century can be added: MSS 2 and 3 from the Pogodin collection in the Russian National Library (GRANSTREM 1953: 52; TVOROV, ZAGREBIN 1988: 23-24) and MS F.n.I.4 in the same library (GRANSTREM 1953: 52). Of these Pogodin 3 is closest to the Dioptra manuscript and the Glagolitic tradition in the range of alphabetic suspensions which it displays. In it I have found instances of \[a' = \text{az} \text{ŭ} (x)\], \[e' = \text{est} \text{ĭ} (x)\], \[\acute{z}' = \text{želo} (x)\], \[z' = \text{zemlja} (x)\], and \[s' = \text{slovo} (x)\]; the letters are placed between points and marked by the double oksia which in this manuscript also appears over vocalic letters in hiatus. By contrast the scribe of Pogodin 2 appears to have used only \[\acute{z}' = \text{želo} (x)\] and \[z' = \text{zemlja} (x)\], placed between points without additional marking. However, the manuscript has a number of lacunae which have been made good on paper additions in a later hand, so the record of the scribe’s practice is incomplete. The range of alphabetic suspensions in F.n.I.4 is also limited, though their occurrence is more frequent than in the other two manuscripts: \[a' = \text{az} \text{ŭ} (x)\], \[\acute{z}' = \text{želo} (x)\] and \[z' = \text{zemlja} (x)\], placed between points and marked with a titlo in the form of a dasia, which in this manuscript also appears over letters used with numerical value. Here again the evidence is not complete, as the manuscript breaks off in ps.132. The discrepancies in the range and presentation of alphabetic suspension in these manuscripts, together with other divergences in letter forms and spelling conventions, indicate that they were written

\[\text{f.198v, ps.144:3.}\]
\[\text{f.40r, ps.34:3; f.111r, ps.87:16; f.142r, ps.108:22; f.147v, ps.115:7.}\]
\[\text{f.28r, ps.24:11; f.98v, ps.77:35; f.146r, ps.113:18; f.165v, ps.118:97.}\]
\[\text{f.46r, ps.37:9; f.102r, ps.78:8; f.132r, ps.104:24; f.134r, ps.106:38; f.165v, ps.118:96.}\]
\[\text{f.95r, ps.76:19.}\]
\[\text{f.107r, ps.83:10.}\]
\[\text{f.37v, ps.32:4; f.55v, ps.44:2.}\]
\[\text{f.109r, ps.45:2; f.243r, ps.95:4; f.264r, ps.104:24; f.281r, ps.106:38; f.297v, ps.115:1.}\]
\[\text{f.69r, ps.32:8; f.180v, ps.73:12; f.284r, ps.95:1; f.244r, ps.95:9; f.247r, ps.97:4.}\]
\[\text{pss. 13-15, 20-21, 23-25, 117-118, 125-138, 141-end. MS OLDP.Q.136/I in the Russian National Library appears to be a fragment of the same manuscript; it contains parts of the Canticles which usually follow the psalms, and has an instance of \[\acute{z}' = \text{želo} \] in v.10 of the First Song of Moses (Exodus 15:1-99).}\]
\[\text{f.29r, ps.24:16; f.50r (kathismatic text); f.126r, ps.118:125.}\]
\[\text{f.11r, ps.6:4; f.24r, ps.20:2; f.49v, ps.45:2; f.51r, ps.47:2; f.82r, ps.78:8; f.104r, ps.103:1.}\]
\[\text{f.1v, ps.1:4; f.12v, ps.8:2; f.19r, ps.16:11; f.26r, ps.21:28; f.26r, ps.21:30; f.28v, ps.24:13; f.35v, ps.32:8; f.41r, ps.36:29; f.47r, ps.43:4; f.49v, ps.45:3; f.50v, ps.46:3; f.51r, ps.47:3; f.59r, ps.57:3; f.82v, ps.79:10; f.97r, ps.95:1; f.102v, ps.101:20; f.118r, ps.113:23; f.123v, ps.118:64.}\]
by different scribes, but they present general palaeographical similarities which place them, like the manuscripts listed by Zagrebin, in the late fourteenth century.

The use of alphabetic suspension in these three manuscripts is curiously inconsequential. On the one hand it is not simply a means of saving space: although the majority of examples occur at line-end, there would sometimes have been enough space to write the word in full, and there are four places in Pogodin 3, one in Pogodin 2 and six in F.I.4 where alphabetic suspension occurs within the line. On the other hand it seems to have been treated as an optional convenience, to be used when it happened to strike the scribe’s fancy: the number of opportunities in the text of the psalms for employing the device — for instance the repeated occurrence of slovo in ps.118 — far exceeds its actual use by any of the three scribes, even when allowance is made for the fact that, unlike their Croatian counterparts, they did not combine alphabetic suspension with explicit case-marking. The fact that some of the instances in F.I.4 have been expanded with further letters by a corrector suggests that alphabetic suspension was not a widely established practice in the East Slav area.

These psalter manuscripts illustrate in a particularly striking way a point which emerges generally from the sources listed above, that alphabetic suspension is not directly associated with the contents of manuscripts or with particular textual traditions. None of the three stands in a close textual relationship to the Kiev Psalter, which reflects various South Slavonic revisions carried out in the fourteenth century (ČEŠKO 1981: 84). The Pogodin manuscripts belong to the older tradition known as Redaction II (THOMSON 1998: 810). By contrast F.I.4 exhibits peculiarities, particularly in the first half of its text, which link it immediately to a distinctive group of East Slavonic psalter manuscripts from the late thirteenth to early fifteenth centuries: the Simonovskaja psalter (= Amf; AMFILOXIJ 1880-1881); MS F.I.2 in the Russian National Library (GRANT 1953: 51); MS 8662 from the Troice-Sergiev collection in the Russian State Library; the Luck Psalter of 1384, now in the Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana in Florence (= Luc; VERDIANI 1954); MSS 64 and 60 from the Sofijskij collection in the Russian National Library (= Sf64, Sf60; GRANT 1953: 52-53); MSS 28 and 33 from the Library of the Moscow Synodal Typography in the Russian State Archive of Ancient Documents (= T28, T33; KATALOG 1988: 282-283; KATALOG 2000: 192-194); the Vatican Psalter (= 43 e.g. in Pog. 3, f.134r, ps.106:38.
44 f.37v, ps.32:4; f.55v, ps.44:2; f.111r, ps.87:16; f.147v, ps.115:7.
45 297v, ps.115:1.
46 f.12v, ps.8:2; f.26r, ps.21:28; f.50r (kathismatic text); f.51r, ps.47:2; f.123v, ps.118:64; f.126r, ps.118:125.
47 f.1v, ps.1:4; f.11r, ps.6:4; f.12v, ps.8:2; f.26r, ps.21:30; f.28v, ps.24:13; f.29r, ps.24:16; f.35v, ps.32:8; ps.43:4; f.49v, f.49v, ps.45:2; ps.45:3; f.102v, ps.101:20; f.123v, ps.118:64; f.126r, ps.118:125. The corrector seems to have started with the intention of amending the text in F.I.4 to one of the new South Slavonic redactions of the fourteenth century, but rapidly abandoned what would have been a considerable labour and confined his attention to the omissions and a few of the more striking idiosyncrasies of the original scribe’s work.
48 fond 304.
Vat; ĐUROVA, STANČEV, JAPUNDŽIČ 1985: 72-74; and the Church Slavonic translation of the commentary on the psalms by Theodoret of Cyrrhus in MS 7/177 from the Čudov monastery in the State Historical Museum in Moscow (= 7/177; POGORELOV 1910; LÉPISSIER 1968). There is also a more distant relationship between F.п.I.4 and certain idiosyncratic representatives of South Slavonic revision from the late thirteenth to the early fifteenth centuries, the Dečani Psalter (= Deč; MITREVSKI 2000), the Norov Psalter (= Nor; ČEŠKO et al.1989), the Oxford Psalter (= Ox; MACROBERT 1994) and the version of the psalms included in the Hvalov zbornik of 1404 (= Hval; KUNA et al. 1986; JURIĆ-KAPPEL 1992) — and so, indirectly, with the Kiev Psalter (= Ki; MACROBERT 1994: 151-152). The most distinctive readings which F.п.I.4 has in common with these various manuscripts are listed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Psalm</th>
<th>Reading</th>
<th>Witness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17:30</td>
<td>ὑπερβήσομαι</td>
<td>preidu Amf 8662 Luc Sf60 Vat 7/177 Ox.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32:12</td>
<td>κληρονομίαν</td>
<td>naslědije F.п.I.2; 46:5 naslědije T28 Sf64 Vat 7/177 Ox.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39:9</td>
<td>κοιλίας</td>
<td>čreva F.п.I.2 8662 Sf64 Sf60 Vat 7/177 Ox.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44:9</td>
<td>βάρεων</td>
<td>stěnŭ F.п.I.2 T28 Deč; ps.47:4 βάρεσιν sněxŭ Sf64 T28 Sf60 Vat, stěna&lt;x&gt; Ox; 47:14 βάρεσи sny F.п.I.2 8662 Sf64 T28 Vat 7/177 Ox.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55:8</td>
<td>σώσεις</td>
<td>ὤσεις ô&lt;t&gt;rineđi F.п.I.2 T28 T33 (cf. izrineši 8662 Vat 7/177 Nor).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58:2</td>
<td>λύτρωσαι</td>
<td>izbavi F.п.I.2 8662 T33 7/177 Nor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63:3</td>
<td>πονηρευομένων</td>
<td>lukavy&lt;x&gt; F.п.I.2 T28 T33 7/177.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68:20</td>
<td>ἐντροπήν</td>
<td>sramŭ F.п.I.2 8662 Sf64 7/177.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73:20</td>
<td>ἀνομιῶν</td>
<td>bezakonĭnyxŭ 8662 Sf64 Nor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75:10</td>
<td>ἀναστῆναι εἰς κρίσιν τὸν θεόν</td>
<td>vŭstati n&lt;a&gt; su&lt;d&gt; bu F.п.I.2 8662 Sf64 Nor.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

49 The eleventh-century Čudov psalter fragment containing the same text is not explicitly cited here because its witness, where available, agrees with that of MS 7/177.

50 Immediately preceded by sr<d>-ca, i.e. a conflated reading.

51 Here and subsequently ? indicates an erasure in Ox, where the text has been corrected to Redaction III.
ps.75:11 ἐστάσει praz<d>nujetĭ F.п.I.2 T28 Nor Ox Hval Ki (cf. prazdĭnĭstvitĭ Amf 8662 Luc Sf64 Sf60).

ps.76:7 ἱδολέσχουν skorbęxŭ F.п.I.2 8662 Sf64 Nor Ox?; ἐσκαλὲν tuž<a>še F.п.I.2 8662 Sf64 Vat Ox?.

ps.77:26 λίβα zapadny Luc Sf64 na zapa<d> Deč.

ps.77:28 παρεμβολῆς polka 7/177.

ps.83:13 ἔσκαλεν tuž<a>še F.п.I.2 8662 Sf64 Vat Ox?.

ps.87:8 μετεωρισμούς preščenija (cf. vysoty Nor), 17 φοβερίσμοι preščenija (cf. pritranĭstva 7/177).

ps.88:12 πλήρωμα ispolnenije Amf 8662 Nor.

ps.93:6 ἀπέκτειναν pog<u>biša Amf pobiša Nor.

These readings — and numerous others, particularly in F.п.I.2 — are alien to the early Redactions I and II of the psalter text, and though some of them ultimately make their way into the South Slavonic revision of the psalms reflected in the Gennadian Bible (FREIDHOF 1974), the majority represent attempts at literalistic and compilatory revision peculiar to the fourteenth century (MACROBERT 1996).

These readings — and numerous others, particularly in F.п.I.2 — are alien to the early Redactions I and II of the psalter text, and though some of them ultimately make their way into the South Slavonic revision of the psalms reflected in the Gennadian Bible (FREIDHOF 1974), the majority represent attempts at literalistic and compilatory revision peculiar to the fourteenth century (MACROBERT 1996).

However, the antecedents of F.п.I.4 are complex: they also go back in part to the distinctive version of Redaction I which is attested in the Tolstoj commented Psalter of the eleventh or twelfth century (= Tol; SVODNYJ KATALOG 1984: 86) and the fourteenth-century psalter MS 34 from the Library of the Moscow Synodal Typography in the Russian State Archive of Ancient Documents (= T34; KATALOG 1988: 283-284). This textual influence is most apparent in ps.118, where F.п.I.4 shares with the Tolstoy Psalter, the Sluck fragment (now lost) and T34 the use of pravĭda instead of opravĭdanija, in the genitive rather than the dative case as the complement of the verb naučiti sę: ps.118:24 τὰ δικαιώματά σου pravdy tvoę, 26 τὰ δικαιώματά σου pravdy tvoę, 27 δικαιώματον σου pravdĭ tvoi<x>, 71 τὰ δικαιώματά σου pravdy tvoę, 112 τὰ δικαιώματά σου pravdy tvoę, 171 τὰ δικαιώματά σου pravdy tvoę (MACROBERT 1993: 69-71).

The extent to which F.п.I.4 draws on this version of Redaction I is not entirely clear, because of competing textual influences: some of the unusual readings which F.п.I.4 shares with Tol and T34 are also found here and there in the manuscripts adduced above from the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, e.g. the choice of lexical items in ps.32:20 ὑπερασπιστής zastupnikŭ T34 T28 and ps. 39:18 zastupni<k> Tol T34 T28, ps.105:24 ἐξουδένωσεν pokuliša Tol T34 F.п.I.2 Luc 7/177 and ps.107:14 ἐξουδενώσει pokuliši Tol T34 7/177, and ps.115:6 ὅσον stxŭ T34 Amf F.п.I.2 Deč,

52 The variants cited from pss.39:9 and 13, 58:3, 68:26, 73:22, 75:11, the second variant in 76:7, and 83:13.

53 NB in this article the siglum Rum refers to MS 8662.

54 MACROBERT 1993: 75-77.
or the use of the plural in ps.103:8 εἰς τόπον v města jaže T34 Luc Deč (cf. T28 T33 v města ježe)\textsuperscript{55}. Certain textual oddities merely indicate that the textual tradition goes back to South Slavonic manuscripts whose forms and spelling sometimes caused difficulty to East Slav scribes. For instance unfamiliarity with an old aorist 1st person singular form gave rise to 3rd person singular or infinitive in ps.108:23 ἀντανηγεθην ὁ\textless t\textgreater jatŭ se Tol T34\textsuperscript{56} T33 ŏjitati \textless s\textgreater Sf64 Sf60 Pogodin 2. Elsewhere confusion of the letters representing the nasal vowels has changed adjectival forms into verbal ones in ps.129:6a πρωΐας outrenjuja T34 Sf64, outrenjuju T33 Pogodin 3 Ki, outrinjuju\textsuperscript{57} Luc and 129:6b πρωΐας outrenjuja T34 Luc Sf64, outrenjuju T33 Pogodin 3 Ki, outrinouet Deč.

Nevertheless there are some significant agreements with Tol and T34 from the later part of the psalter text in F.p.I.4, notably the use of a primary sigmatic aorist in ps.108:23 ἔξετινήθησαι stresû sę and the highly unusual variants in ps.123:3 ὁργήσθην τὸν θυμόν progněvaetĭ\textless s\textgreater jarostĭ cf. ote ja Tol T34\textsuperscript{57}. A close relationship to T34 is indicated by the shared omission of ps.106:2b,\textsuperscript{58} and by certain variant readings: ps.87:14 προφθάσει σε varitĭ mę T34 Nor., ps.106:40 εξουδένωσε ponošen\textless i\textgreater je,\textsuperscript{59} 108:23 σιά stěnĭ. However F.p.I.4 may go back to an intermediate stage between the manuscripts of the eleventh and twelfth century and their fourteenth century descendent, because it occasionally retains traces, albeit garbled, of a tradition more conservative than that of T34, particularly in ps.68:5 δωρεάν postyděša sę, a misinterpretation of Redaction I spyti, where T34 has the Redaction II reading bezuma, and ps.101:8 ἐπὶ δώματι po zdě, based on Redaction I na zdě, where T34 reinterprets to na gnězdé. Through these links F.p.I.4 comes to stand in a textual relationship, mediated by T34,\textsuperscript{60} with the eleventh-century Eugenius psalter fragment, which is a copy from a Glagolitic examplar, and with the Fraščićev Psalter, whose conservative character has been long recognised (VAJS 1922-1924), even if the geographical location of its Cyrillic antecedent has been a matter of debate (Hamm 1976; Grabar 1985). If the paleographical characteristics of F.p.I.4, especially its use of alphabetic suspension, provided clues which could help to establish where it was written, it might be possible to identify the centre of scribal activity which brought together such diverse textual traditions, ancient and innovatory.

The particularities described above give rise to some more general questions. The idea of alphabetic suspension could of course have arisen independently at various times and places, since it could readily have occurred to anyone who acquired

\textsuperscript{55} ibid. 71-72.
\textsuperscript{56} ibid. 74.
\textsuperscript{57} ibid. 73.
\textsuperscript{58} ibid. 60.
\textsuperscript{59} ibid. 76.
\textsuperscript{60} ibid. 72.
literacy by the traditional method of naming letters and combining them in syllables, but it is at least curious that this type of abbreviation seems to come into vogue at approximately the same time, the late fourteenth century, among the Croatian users of Glagolitic and the East Slav users of Cyrillic: was this mere coincidence? Again, given the obvious starting point for the practice, why is it apparently not found in South Slavonic Cyrillic manuscripts? For instance the Serbian counterpart to the Rjazanskaja kormčaja, the Ilovica manuscript of 1262 (PETROVIĆ 1991), does not use alphabetic suspension in citing the Lord’s Prayer.61

Setting aside the question of possible common origin, it would surely be useful if the temporal and local distribution of alphabetic suspension in the Glagolitic and Cyrillic traditions could be established in more detail, because its use serves to distinguish individual scribes and could help to date manuscripts, to identify scribal schools and to cast light on their activities.
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Abstract

This article deals with a type of abbreviation, here termed ‘alphabetic suspension’, which relies on the fact that the names of letters in the Glagolitic and Cyrillic alphabets were meaningful words, which could therefore be shortened, when they occurred in continuous text, to their initials. It reviews the evidence for alphabetic suspension in the sources available to the author, and concludes that it would be useful if the temporal and local distribution of alphabetic suspension in the Glagolitic and Cyrillic traditions could be established in more detail, because its use serves to distinguish individual scribes and could help to date manuscripts, to identify scribal schools and to cast light on their activities.
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S a ž e t a k

ALFABETSKA SUSPENZIJA U GLAGOLJSKIM I ĆIRILSKIM RUKOPISIMA

Članak govori o specifičnom tipu kraćenja koji se ovdje označava izrazom “alfabetska suspenzija”, a temelji se na činjenici da su nazivi slova i u glagoljici i u ćirilici bili smislene riječi te je postojala mogućnost da se u tekstu takve riječi skrate samo na početno slovo. U članku je razmotrena dokazna građa o alfabetskoj suspenziji u izvorima dostupnim autorici. Zaključeno je da bi bilo korisno utvrditi točniju vremensku i zemljopisnu distribuciju alfabetske suspenzije u glagoljskoj i ćirilskoj tradiciji, jer je na temelju uporabe takvih kratica moguće razlikovati pojedinačne prepisivače i eventualno datirati rukopise, identificirati pisarske škole i osvijetliti njihovu djelatnost.
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